Abstract-In this paper, we propose a new deep feature selection method based on deep architecture. Our method uses stacked auto-encoders for feature representation in higher-level abstraction. We developed and applied a novel feature learning approach to a specific precision medicine problem, which focuses on assessing and prioritizing risk factors for hypertension (HTN) in a vulnerable demographic subgroup (African-American). Our approach is to use deep learning to identify significant risk factors affecting left ventricular mass indexed to body surface area (LVMI) as an indicator of heart damage risk. The results show that our feature learning and representation approach leads to better results in comparison with others.
I. INTRODUCTION
The explosive increase of Electronic Medical Records (EMR) provides many opportunities to carry out data science research by applying data mining and machine learning tools and techniques. EMR contains massive and a wide range of information on patients concerning different aspects of healthcare, such as patient conditions, diagnostic tests, labs, imaging exams, genomics, proteomics, treatments, outcomes or claims, financial records [1] . Particularly, the extensive and powerful patient-centered data enables data scientists and medical researchers to conduct their research in the field of personalized (precision) medicine. Personalized medicine is defined as [2] : "the use of combined knowledge (genetic or otherwise) about a person to predict disease susceptibility, disease prognosis, or treatment response and thereby improve that persons health." In other words, the goal of precision medicine or personalized healthcare is to provide the right treatment to the right patient at the right time. Personalized medicine is a multi-disciplinary area that combines data science tools and statistics techniques with medical knowledge to develop tailor-made treatment, prevention and intervention plans for individual patients.
In this study we focus on a vulnerable demographic subgroup (African-American) at high-risk for hypertension (HTN), poor blood pressure control and consequently, adverse pressure-related cardiovascular complications. We use left ventricular mass indexed to body surface area (LVMI) as an indicator of heart damage risk. The ability to reduce LVMI would lead to an improvement in hypertension-related cardiovascular outcomes, which, in turn, would further diminish the excess risk of cardiovascular disease complications in AfricanAmericans.
Based on individual clinical data with many features, our objective is to identify and prioritize personalized features to control and predict the amount of LVMI toward decreasing the risk of heart disease. First, we focus on selecting significant features among many features such as demographic characteristics, previous medical history, patient medical condition, laboratory test result, and Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance (CMR) results that are used to determine LVMI and its reduction with treatment over time. Second, after features selection, we apply supervised machine learning methods to predict the amount of LVMI as a regression model. Third, this prediction method can be implemented as a decision support system (DSS) to assist medical doctors in controlling the amount of LVMI based on significant risk factors. Figure 1 illustrates our approach in three consecutive steps; this approach is an integrated feature selection model that applies unsupervised learning for producing higher-level abstraction of input data and then using them as an input of a feature selection method for ranking important features. In the final step, supervised leaning method is implemented for forecasting LVMI and model evaluation. Based on the model evaluation results, steps 2 and 3 are applied iteratively to finalize the most important features (risk factors).
In this paper, we develop a new feature selection and representation method using a deep learning algorithm for personalized medicine. In our method, we apply stacked autoencoders [10] as a deep architecture for feature abstraction at higher levels. To our knowledge, it is one of the first methods that use stacked auto-encoders for feature learning and selection, the LVMI prediction approach developed in this research is also a new model of risk forecasting for cardiovascular and other health conditions. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related works in deep feature selection methods. Section III explains deep learning overview and stacked auto- encoders. Section IV describes the developed feature selection method and prediction approach. Section V reports the personalized data and implementation results and finally section VI discusses about the results and conclusion.
II. RELATED WORKS
Deep learning, including feature representation and predictive modeling, has been researched and applied in a number of areas, such as computer vision, remote sensing, natural language processing and bioinformatics. The main reasons accounting for the extensive applications are improved prediction accuracy, capability of modeling processes of complex systems, and generating high-level representation of features and higher robustness modeling [12] . In this literature review, we focus on papers that develop feature selection models using deep learning algorithms. Among many related applications, few researchers have carried out feature selection using deep learning.
Zhou et al. [11] used deep feature selection methods in natural language processing and sentiment classification. They proposed a novel semi-supervised learning algorithm called active deep network (ADN) by using restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs). They applied unsupervised learning based on labeled reviews and abundant unlabeled reviews and then used active learning to identify and select reviews that should be labeled as training data. Also in [13] , a semi-supervised learning algorithm based on deep belief network, called DB-NFS, was proposed for feature selection. Authors applied the method for solving a sentiment classification problem to reduce high dimension of noisy vocabularies. In their method, several hidden layers have been replaced in DBNs, which are computationally expensive with the filter-based feature selection technique using chi-squared tests.
Deep feature selection was also applied in a Remote Sensing Scene classification/recognition problem. Zou et al. [14] developed a new feature selection method by using deep learning that formulates the feature selection problem as a feature reconstruction problem. Their method is implemented as an iterative algorithm, which is based on DBN in an unsupervised learning way to train the inquired reconstruction weights.
Finally features with small reconstruction errors were selected as input features for classification.
In biomedical and biomedicine research, deep learning algorithms and tools have been applied in different areas especially in precision medicine and personalized healthcare by using biological and genomics data [6] .
Li et al. [12] developed a deep feature selection (DFS) model for selecting input features in a deep neural network for multi-class data. They used elastic net to add a sparse one-toone linear layer between the input layer and the first hidden layer of a multi-layer perception and select most important features according to their weights in the input layer given after training. They then applied their DFS model to solve the problem of enhancer-promoter interaction using genomics data. The method that they developed using elastic net is a new shrinkage approach that is flexible to be applied in different deep learning architectures. In terms of performance, their method did not outperform random forest in the experimental implementation that would be considered as a major weakness.
Another study in the biomedical area [15] used DBN and unsupervised active learning to propose a new multi-level feature selection method for selecting genes/miRNAs based on expression profiles. The strength of the proposed approach is better performance in comparison with several feature selection methods. However, for high dimensional features it does not outperform some other methods such as relief algorithm.
In [16] authors showed how unsupervised feature learning approach can be applied for cancer type classification from gene expression data. They proposed a two-phase model for feature engineering and then classification. In the first phase, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique was used for dimension reduction of the feature space and in the second phase, a deep sparse encoding was implemented on new data to obtain high-level abstractions for cancer diagnosis and classification. While their approach used stacked autoencoders for representation learning, they focused on using deep feature extraction to achieve a better accuracy in cancer type prediction instead of finding significant factors in cancer diagnosis. Also in similar research [17] focused on early detection of lung cancer, authors used deep learning for features extraction and applied a binary decision tree as a classifier to create a computer aided diagnosis (CAD) system that can automatically recognize and analyze lung nodules in CT images. They just implemented an auto-encoder for data representation and probably using stacked auto-encoders leads to higher accuracy.
In sum, feature selection based on deep learning techniques were used in a wide range of areas as reviewed above, which is evident by an increasing amount of related studies that have been developed in recent years (after 2013). Particularly, many studies in biomedical applications used or developed deep learning methods for feature selection or feature extraction to reduce the dimensionality of data with many features that increase the performance of prediction and classification tasks.
Precision medicine has emerged as a data-rich area with millions of patients being prospectively enrolled in the Precision Medicine Initiative (PMI). The data is big and noisy thus demanding for more sophisticated data science approaches. Therefore it can be concluded that there are ample opportunities to develop and apply deep learning for feature selection in the new data-rich areas, such as precision medicine.
From what we discussed, most related research works took the advantages of representation learning with deep architecture. In many of them, DBN was applied for data transforming and there lack comprehensive and systematic comparisons of performance among different deep architecture. In our approach we will use stacked auto-encoders with carefully selected architectures for feature selection that can overcome this problem.
III. DEEP LEARNING AND STACKED AUTO-ENCODERS A. Introduction to deep learning and its applications
Deep Learning or Deep Machine Learning is a kind of machine learning algorithms that model input data to higherlevel abstraction by using a deep architecture with many hidden layers composed of linear and non-linear transformations [5] [7] [19] .
In a simple definition, deep learning means using a neural network with several layers of nodes between input and output and deep architectures that are composed of multiple levels of non-linear operations, such as neural nets with many hidden layers. There are three different types of deep architectures: 1) Feed Forward architectures (multilayer neural nets, convolutional nets), 2) Feed Back architectures (De-convolutional Nets) and 3) Bi-Directional architectures (Deep Boltzmann Machines, Stacked Auto-Encoders) [5] .
Choice of data representation or feature representation plays a significant role in success of machine learning algorithms [3] . For this reason, many efforts in developing machine learning algorithms focus on designing preprocessing mechanisms and data transformations for representation learning that would enable more efficient machine learning algorithms [3] .
Deep learning applications encompass many domains. The major ones are Speech Recognition, Visual Object Recognition, Object Detection (Face Detection) and Bioinformatics or Biomedicine applications such as drug discovery and genomics [7] . In biomedical and health science, increases in technological development, information systems and research equipment have generated a large amount of data with high features and dimensions. Since deep learning outperformed some other methods such as PCA or singular value decomposition in handling high-dimensional biomedical data, it has strong potential for dimension reduction and feature representation in biomedical and clinical research [6] .
Deep Learning algorithms and tools have not been applied in biomedical and health science areas extensively. Deep supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning methods can be applied in many complex biological and health personalized data and could play an important role in discovering and development of personalized healthcare and medicine [6] .
B. Introduction to stacked auto-encoders
Among different kinds of deep architectures mentioned in previous section, four architectures are more popular in biomedical data analysis [6] . 1) The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which usually consists of one or more convolutional layers with sub-sampling layers and followed by fully connected layers as in a standard deep neural network. 2) Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM), which is comprised of one visible layer and one layer of hidden units. 3) Deep Belief Network (DBN), which is a generative graphical model consisted of multiple layers of hidden variables with connections just between layers (not units within layers). 4) Stacked auto-encoders, which is a neural network including multiple layers of sparse auto-encoders [5] [8] .
Training deep neural networks with multiple hidden layers is known to be challenging. Standard approach for learning neural network applies gradient-based optimization with back-propagation by initializing random weights in network concludes poor training results empirically when there are three or more hidden layers in deep network [4] . Hinton et al in [18] developed a greedy layer-wise unsupervised learning algorithm for training DBN parameters by using a RBM in the top of deep architecture. Bengio et al. [10] used greedy layer-wise unsupervised learning to train deep neural network when layer building block is an auto-encoder instead of the RBM. These two greedy layer-wise algorithms are the major algorithms to train a deep architecture based on DBN and Stacked auto-encoders. In this study we use stacked auto-encoders for data representation learning. Stacked autoencoders shown in Figure 2 is constructed by stacking multiple layers of auto-encoder.
An auto-encoder is trained to reconstruct its own inputs by encoding and decoding processes. Let us define
as the parameters of k th auto-encoder for weights in encoding and decoding process respectively. Encoding step of each layer is a forward process and mathematically described as below:
In equation 1, f (x) is an activation function for transforming data. If n represents the location of middle layer in stacked auto-encoders, the decoding step is to apply the decoding stack of each auto-encoder as following [9] :
The training algorithm for obtaining parameters of stacked auto-encoders is based on greedy layer-wise strategy [10] . It means that each auto-encoder should be trained by encoding and decoding process one-by-one. By training this deep architecture, a (n) (the middle layer) gives the highest representation of the input [9] . In the simplest case, when an auto-encoder with sigmoid activation function has only one hidden layer and takes input x, the output of encoding process will be:
Therefore z is the vector of transformed input in the middle layer. In the second step (decoding process), z is transformed into the reconstruction x , i.e.,
Finally, auto-encoder is trained by minimizing the reconstruction errors as below:
Auto-Encoder with rich representation is an appropriate deep learning architecture to implement on biomedical data [6] . In the next section we will use stacked auto-encoders for feature learning and selection. 
IV. METHODOLOGY
The method developed in this study is an integrated feature selection method with stacked auto-encoders, which is called SAFS. The work flow of our approach is shown in Figure 3 , and it includes three major components as follows: 
A. Features Partitioning
In the first step, we partition categorical features from continuous features when they co-exist in a data set. Here we focus on representation learning on continuous features since categorical features are often used as dummy variables in linear model based machine learning methods.
B. Features Representation by Stacked Auto-Encoders
The second step is unsupervised learning section. Continuous features are represented in higher-level abstraction by deep stacked auto-encoders. As mentioned in Section III stacked auto-encoders is one of the most popular deep architectures for representation learning especially for biomedical data. The deep architecture of stacked auto-encoders considered with 5 layers as shown in Figure 4 . 
nodes, same as input and output layers, and the other two hidden layers have n nodes as a variant. The represented data is given from middle layer and n is determined in an iterative process between unsupervised learning step and supervised learning step.
C. Supervised Learning
In the third step, the represented continuous features are combined with categorical features and then supervised learning is applied on new dataset. It starts with feature selection, which can use any feature selection method such as random forests. Selected important features from a main dataset are entered in a supervised classifier for regression or classification and after training step. Model are then evaluated by some specific measures. If the results meet the criteria then selected features considered as significant variables, if not, the model tries different architecture for stacked auto-encoders by changing the number of nodes (n) in two hidden layers. This iterative process is continued until the model converges to some stop criteria or fixed number of iterations.
Our presented approach using deep learning for unsupervised non-linear sparse feature learning leads to a construction of higher level features for general feature selection methods and prediction tasks.
V. IMPLEMENTATION FOR PERSONALIZED MEDICINE
In this section we implement our methodology and demonstrate its performance using a precision medicine case to find significant risk factors. We demonstrate that SAFS approach selects better features in comparison when we apply feature selection without using represented data.
The data used in this paper are derived from a subgroup of African-Americans with hypertension and poor blood pressure control who have high risk of cardiovascular disease. Data are obtained from patients who were enrolled in the emergency department of Detroit Receiving Hospital. Among many features (more than 700) including demographic characteristics, previous medical history, patient medical condition, laboratory test results, and CMR results to evaluate for LVMI, 172 remained after a pre-processing step, 106 of which are continuous variables and 66 categorical variables for 91 patients. As mention in Section I, the goal is to find the most important risk factors that affect LVMI.
In this precision medicine case study, we used package H2O in R and applied our approach for 150 different deep stacked auto-encoders. At first we used random forest method for feature selection and supervised learning. We used Mean Squared Error (MSE) as a measure for regression evaluation. In each iteration, random forest runs for a different number of trees. We compared the average of MSE in different runs based on each deep architecture.
The result shows that different deep architectures, by changing the number of nodes in the hidden layers, demonstrate different performance. The representation learning produces different data; therefore it leads to different performance. According to Figure 5 , the deep stacked auto-encoders with n = 42 nodes in second and forth hidden layers yields least error (MSE= 63.93) among all different architectures. By selecting the deep architecture with n = 42, we ran SAFS approach and then compared it with the results that were generated by random forest method with un-represented input data based on different number of trees. The performance comparison was shown in Figure 6 . It is clear that our SAFS approach achieves a better accuracy (less error) for a different numbers of trees. Since the LASSO based approaches are also popular and effective in feature selection from high dimension data, in the second attempt to examine the performance of our approach, we used LASSO for feature selection and prediction in SAFS method, which is implemented in R, by using package glmnet. The result shows that the best architecture with least MSE is achieved for n = 74 nodes in second and forth hidden layers of stacked auto-encoders (MSE = 361.31). Figure 7 describes the accuracy comparison of SAFS approach and LASSO based on different amount of Lambda (λ) parameter, where λ is a tuning parameter to determine the number of features to be selected. It is obvious that SAFS approach has better performance for a wide range of λ values, representing many scenarios of feature selections. The results concluded from both implementations show that using SAFS approach and representation learning significantly outperform random forest and LASSO methods with unrepresented input data and also using random forest as a nonlinear classifier in SAFS approach leads to better performance. The SAFS could be an appropriate choice for the precision medicine problem of identifying which patients at risk should be referred for more extensive testing and, which patients with increased LVMI are more or less likely to benefit from treatments.
According to our results obtained from SAFS approach using random forest, the top 15 significant risk factors that affect LVMI are mentioned in Table I: While some of these risk factors represent data specific to the study design, all are plausibly linked with heart risk, representing potential physiological (numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 14), behavioral (numbers 7 and 11), or psychosocial (numbers 13 and 15) markers or contributors. In future applications, such an approach to data analysis could be used to make better decisions based on personalized understanding of a specific target subgroup.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel feature selection method called SAFS based on deep learning has been developed. The overall proposed approach includes three phases: representation learning, feature selection and supervised learning. For representation learning, we used stacked auto-encoders with 3 hidden layers in an iterative learning process that chooses the best architecture for feature selection. We applied our model in a specific precision medicine problem with goal of finding the most important risk factors that affect LVMI, an indicator of cardiovascular disease risk, in African-Americans with hypertension. The results show that our method (SAFS) outperforms random forests and LASSO significantly in feature ranking and selection. In future work we will evaluate our model on related precision medicine problems aimed at reducing cardiovascular disparities and apply different deep architectures as well as stacked auto-encoders for representation learning.
